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Students dropped

froni Education
due to GPA nile
by Rebecca Falcon
STAFF REPORTER

Ron Silver, producer of Lethal Weapon ill, Actor Mel Gibson, Director Richard Donner and Actor Danny Glover
speak ata press concerence about the movie's implosion scene being filmed in Orlando. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

Gibson, Glover·come-to 0-town
for City Hall's final blowout
by Josiah Baker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Actors Mel Gibson and Danny Glover
will be in Orlando Thursday to prepare
the final set of"Lethal Weapon III."
Orlando's .old city hall will be the
scene of an implosion, a scene that has
taken 10 months to prepare.
Just how did the city of Orlando lure
a major motion picture to Orlando? Quite
- easily.
.
According to "Lethal Weapon" director Richard .Donner, the city contacted
production companies and told them that
they planned to do away with the building in October.
The plans worked with an estimated
$500,000 for the shots .. Police, security
and fire departments will be provided by
the city as safety precautions.
The studios -will pay for additional
security to waver off fans.
"It should be fun," said Mel Gibson, in
response to what it will be like running
out of an "exploding" building.
In reality the building is "imploding,"
which basically means it will collapse
inside, instead of expanding outward.

How does this "explosion" fit into
the script? Neither Gibson nor Glover
knew because they have not seen the
script. In fact, Producer Ron Silver still
hasn't decided how it will fit in to the
script.
"There's going to be this big car bomb
in the basement," Glover said. When
asked if this would be similar to stunts
he performed in last year's Predator 2,
Glover responded with a laugh, "I really
don't want to talk about Predator 2."
. The shooting began Monday evening
with a few preliminary shots at the front
area of the old city hall.
The crew is expected to be in town
until next Monday.
· They will also b~ doing a few river
shots because Glover will have a boat in
this movie.
Warner Brothers Producers chose
Florida because it "costs a little less than
California and the people in the past
have worked very professionally."
Th.e implosion will add to Orlando
what it has been shooting for in recent
years, the title of Hollywood East.
As for ":f.,ethal Weapon IV," Gibson
says that he hasn't ruled out thepossibil-

Mel Gibson
ity, but co-producer Ron Silver said
that it is a matter of how "Lethal Iil's"
filming goes along with possible money
factors. Look for "Lethal Weapon III"
somewhere around Memorial Day
weekend.
You should get a real blast out of it.

The College of Education decided to
clean house, dropping nearly 200 students from the program.
The college raised its admittance requirements. Instead of a 2.0 GPA, students must have a 2.5 GPA In addition,
students must maintain the 2.5 GPA or
get dropped from the college. This new
policy will affect all students who fall
under the 1991 catalog year.
Because·of this new policy, the college
mailed letters to an estimated 200 students,
who were given until the end ofthis semester
to meet the new requirement or be dropped.
Mazy Ann Lynn, associate dean of the
College ofEducation, explained that education studentshavealwayshadtohavea2.5
GPA to be eligible to complete junior and
seniorteach requirements and to be recommended for their teaching certification. In
addition, students are not able to graduate
without ·a 2.5 GPA, Lynn said.
The requirement is "to ensure students
will be successful," Lynn said However,
some ofthe students being dropped from the
program had previouslyreceived special admittance or were accepted under a catalog
year that required only a2.0 GPAi
After receiving several corp.plaints
from students, four Student Gov~rnment
senators voiced their complaint~ to Lynn
during a meeting on Oct. 10. The ~ena
tors: Rick Bollinger, Ana Bugdadi, Thyme
Critchfield and David Groover, defended
the rights of those students who met the
requirements of their catalog year.
"Studentswerefollowingrulesandguidelines set forth by the College of Education
and should not be penalized because of a
policy change midway through their course
of study," Bugdadi said. Ten senators also
argued the shbrt time frame students were
given to meet the requirement. "Almost no
notice was given to students about the
policy cruinge," Bugdadi said.
Since the meeting, Lynn and the education officials have modified the policy.
Students who were accepted before the
catalog year 1991 will be allowed to remain in the.college. However, those students who were accepted under the 1991
catalog year must have a 2.5 GPA to
enroll in upper level division courses
within the department. ''There is.confusion," Lynn said, but the department will
be ·mailing new letters to clear up any
confusion the old letters may have caused.

13
UCF presidential hopefuls will visit .campus for interviews
·
.
.
by Jennifer Burgess
STAFF REPORTER

The 13 semi-finalists applying. for the position of UCFs
president are scheduled to visit
campus this week.
The semi-finalist list consists
offour university presidents and
nine college officials. The group

also includes three women.
All of the candidates were
among the 21 recommended by
the UCF Search Advisory Committee last week. They were recommended by Board ofRegents
Chancellor Charles Reed and approved by the BOR committee. The- UCF Search Advisory
Committee will conduct the on-

campus interviews. It is made
up of members of the university
and community. The committee is chaired by Dr. Gary
Whitehouse, dean ofthe College
of Engineering.
According to Whitehouse, the u lty, 40 percent community and
committeemembersareappointed 20percentalumniandstaff. The
by Reed. The37-member commit- Advisory Committee will be contee is made up of 40 percent fac- ducting 90-minute interviews

-

CLASSIFIEDS page 10

with the semi-finalists from Oct.
23-25. "Some candidates look

SEARCH continued page 4
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I'll be off in just a minute.
Choose any printer. They all work.
All of t'1e programs are foolproof.

•
•

I·like frustration.

-

We respect our computer~.
Formatjust refreshes a bad disk.
All of our computers are working.
The labs are open 24 hours.
There is enough paper.
The LAN is always up and working.
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IBM PS/2 Model 35sx
J_

80386sx running at 20MHz .
Compatible with PC/AT expansi9n cards--just plug them in
14" Color VGA monitor
· 40MB harddrive
1.44MB 3.5" floppy drive
IBM Mouse
IBM DOS 5.00
._.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Microsoft Windows 3.0

only $2,452

...
•

VGA, serial & parallel ports, drive controllers built-in
Three free e~pansion slots

IBM PPS II 2390

•

c24 pin)

•

24 pin quality for Letter Quality and high-res graphics
8 fonts including Courier, Prestige, Gothic and Script ,
7 pitches: 10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 24, and proportional
· Parallel and serial interfaces

•

'only$322
..
/

•
The UCF Computer Store is located across from CEBA I and II, next to Biology. Our hours are Monday thrqugh Thursday, 8:30am to 5:00pm, and Friday, 8:30am to 4:00pm. We a~c:ept cash, 1>9rsonal check .
(up to $200), cashier's checks, VISA, and MasterCard. Phone nunt>ers: Store/Software 823-5603, IBM Sales 823-5226. Apple Macintosh Sales 823-5434, Creative (IBM Compatible) Sales 823-5643, Sun
' ' Micros terns Sales 823-5226.
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Are you going to see Jay Leno?

•

"It's kind of expensive, even though
he's a famous
comedian. "
This composite sketch was drawn from a woman's description Of a man WhO tried tO abduct her. (courtesy/UCF police)

"If someone gives
the tickets to me
free, I'll go."

''They [CAB]
shouldn't do something that they
charge for."

• David Poole
aerospace engineering

• Keeva Miller
elementary education

• Shannon Crosby
an

Police search for man who Jay Leno ticket sales sluggish;
tried to abduct woman
about 3,500 seats still available

by Sandra Pedicini
STAFF REPORTER

•

•

UCF Police Sgt. Sandra
McClendon wants UCF students to look out for a man
wanted in connection with an
attempted abduction earlier this
month.
At 8:30 p.m. Sept. 21 a man
pulled a gun on a 24-year-old
woman usingthepayphonenear
a Piggly Wiggly store on Colonial Drive near
Alafaya Trail, said
Orange
County
Sheriff's Office Detective Stewart Blanton.
The man told the
woman to get into his
car. When another
man approached the scene, the
attacker fled.
The attacker is described as
32-34 years old, 5 feet 10 inches
to 6 feet tall and about 200
pounds.
He was last seen driving a
two-tone (light brown over dark
brown) Jeep Wagoneer.
An sheriffs office composite
sketch was given to the UCF
Police Department.
''There's no reason to believe
that the guy is a student there,"
Blanton said. "But the possibility exists."
In other pol.ice news:
•Someone cut the seat off of
a UCF student's bicycle Monday. The student told police she
parked her bike on campus at
9:15 a.m. When she returned at

4 p.m., she found the bike damaged. Total value of stolen property was estimated at $45.
• A UCF student reported
her parking decal stolen Oct. 4.
·Adrienne B. Gordon found that
her newest decal had been partially removed, with only the
left portion remaining. The old
decal, which the new decal had
been covering, was still fully
·
intact.
• Someone broke the paper
towel dispenser in a
men's bathroom at
UCF.
UCF student Robert
Oliver told police he
had entered the men's
bathroom at 9:20 p.m.
and found the damage:
• Someone stole a UCF
student's bicycle from a campus
bike rack Oct. 16.
The victim, Stephanie
Hirnak, told police the bike was
a "Trek" all-terrain bike worth
about $350.
•Someone stole a wallet from
a UCF student in the Education
Building Oct. 17.
Sandra Sively told police
that she left her purse in the
restroom in the early afternoon.
She noticed her purse was
gone two hours later and returned to the restroom. She
found her purse but her wallet
was missing.
· Police searched for the wallet but did not find anything.

by Jennifer Schutte

TICKET SALES

CENTRAL FLORIDA...FUTURE

A little over one-fifth of the Homecoming
concert tickets have been sold so far.
The CAB advertisement in the Oct. 7 issue
of The Future states that "tickets are going
fast." In reality, only 1,200 of the 5,000 tickets
have been purchased, according to Vic Collazo,
associate director of the Student Center.
As of Tuesday, workers at the Kiosk had
sold 508 tickets to students, 28 to faculty and
183 to guests.
CAB Concert Director Danielle Czajkowski
said ticket sales were "going pretty good."
Collazo said it was "as good if not better
than I expected. They should be picking up
this week and next." He said to keep in mind
that last year's Taylor Dayne concert tickets

did not sell out until the day of the concert.
Both Czajkowski and ·Collazo reported that
they are expecting this year's concert to al so be
sold out.
Collazo said that he didn't notice any drop in
average ticket sales due to the newly impleTICKETS continued page 6

.

Sight, floor problems with UCF Arena
may soon be cured, officials say
ent alternatives."
There have been two meetings with a manufacturer's representative. One of the alternatives is to move the second level
forward, Newrnan said.
The timetable? "As soon as
possible," Newman said.
In other Arena news, Purchasingopened three bids Tues-.
day on a wooden basketball floor,
Vic Collazo, director of the
Arena, said.
The following companies sub-.
mitted bids:
• Champion Sports Floors

by Roben Warren Jr.
STAFF REPORTER

The lineofsight and basketball
floor problems that plagued the
opening of the UCF Arena may
soon be resolved, sources said.
Facilities Planning officials
initiated an investigation to
determine why line of sight problems exist with the second-level
bleachers, the department's assistantdirector, PeterNewman, said.
"We want acceptable seating
at any Arena event," Newman
·said. "We are looking at differ-

Inc. of Massachusetts, $59,800.
•Horner Flooring Co. of Dollar Bay, Michigan, $67 ,525;
$70,645 with an alternate.
•Robbins Inc. of Cincinnati,
$69,200.
According to Jack Winstead,
director of Purchasing, Champion guaranteed delivery in 90
days. Horner can deliver the
floor by Jan. 9 but will guarantee a Nov. 26 delivery for the
higher price. Robbins is guaranteeing a 120-day delivery.
Norecommendation has been
made, Winstead said.

Does alcohol present problems for Central Florida students?
"Many students just can't stop at
''They are mentally absent," he said.
Jean Loveland, a 20-year-old -biolone [drink]," he said. They keep ·drinkCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ogy major, said
ing until they passMore than half ofUCF students inter- out." He said he's
with many stuviewed Friday said they believe college seen people passed- "Many students just can1 stop
dents "... school is
students have a problem with alcohol out in cars coming at one. They keep drinking
not a priority; fun
abuse.
home from parties
is." Because of
Most students were in their early 20s; and puking outside until they pass out."'
this, she said,
all lived off-campus and attended UCF. parties.
. they don't perThey were ·asked if ~tudents at UCF
All students who
form as well as
have a problem with the abuse of alcohol said there was a
·Andy Post
they could in
and if so, how do they think it affects problem agree.d that
engineering
class.
academic performance?
Two of the six
alcohol abuse has a
Some students said they have seen negative affect on
students who beother students abusing alcohol. Andy acad ernic performance. Bobby lieve there is a problem with alcohol
Post, a 20-year-old engineering major, Hartshorn, a 20-year-old finance ma- abuse on campus said drinking too much
said he's seen student alcohol abuse at jor, said students who drink too much could lead to other serious problems .
fraternity parties, downtown nightclubs· often skip class or attend with a hang~ ,
:Q.a pa Zappia, a 20-year-old radio
and other parties on campus. .. .
· -- - over. .
- ·· · - · · : ~ . .. . .
· · · · ·· · and television major, said,-"I've seerrn ·
by Tracy Holm
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lot of people at these parties drink and
drive."
Half of the students who believe alcohol abuse is not a problem at UCF said
they realize many students drink.
Karl Prihoda, a 21-year:old radio and
television major, said beer is a part of
college. Partying, drinking beer and having keg parties is expected and not a
problem, he said,.
Jamie McGauhey, a 19-year-old computer engineering major, and Anthony
Robinson, a 22-year-old electrical engineering major, said they don't see a problem with alcohol abuse on campus because they don't drink or hang around
other people who drink.
The poll was conducted at random
outside the UCF library.
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SEARCH

press significantly."
Theinte:rviewprocessconducted
bytheAdvisocyCommittee"playsa
strong on paper, but are not in major role in shaping the group of
person, and vice-versa," finalists," Riordan said
After the interview, the commitWhitehouse said.
The interviews will consist of tee will give Chancellor Reed its
an opening statement from the written opinions ofeach candidate.
candidate. The candidate will- After resumes have been reviewed
then be questioned by the Advi- and references have been checked,
sory Committee and the inter- the list will he narrowed to 5 or 6
view will conclude with closing candidates. According to the comremarks by the candidate. The mittee, these written recommendacandidate will then be free to tions are taken into serious consideration. The decision ofthe finalists
roam campus
Patrick Riordan, director of is expected to be made Oct. 31 and
public information of BOR, said the new president is expected to be
he knows from experience that selected in early December.
Riordan said he believes the
the "interviews will generate
perceptions and reactions. It is impressive pool of candidates for
not unusual for several to im- the position is due to the "solid
FROM .PAGE 1

national reputation established by
UCF in the past 5 years."
Whit.ehouse said he believes the
newpresidentwillhaveanexciting
position. "UCFisa university ofthe
future. It is a place where an individual can have amajorimpact.As
the university grows and matures,
the president will benefit,"
Whitehouse saidSemi-finalistcandidate interviews are open to all
students. For those unable t.o attend, video tapes of the interviews
will be available in the library.
The new president wi.11 replace Steven Altman, who resigned this summer amid reports that he had used an escort
service that fronted a prostitution ring. He said he used it only
for massage therapy.

{
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OurUCF
Good Knight Offer!
For Health and Cost Conscious Students

$25 NEW PATIENT Check-up

George Alan Yarko DDS
David J. Blue OM D

includes:
Initial Exam 011 o
4 BW XRAYS 0274
Consultation

282-2101
11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

SOL

i>t. 1os~pbtg
QtatlJol it Qtf)uttb

(

11780 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL
(Corner of Hwy 50 & Alaf aya Tr.)
"THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE
FOR PAYMENT HASA RIGHTTO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL
PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY
OTHER SERVICE, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
IS PERFORMEE AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS
OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOl'l THE FREE
DISCOUNTED FEE, OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINA~
TION OR TREATMENT.

Other Services Include:
Teeth Whitening
Wisdom Teeth Removal
Cosmetic Restorations

1501 Alafaya Trail
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses:
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

275-0841

U. C.R PEGATHON
uptiine

5K Run and Fitness Walk
Homecoming '91
November 2, 1991
9:00 AM - L.a ke Claire, UCF
Join your friends for a morning qf fun, food,
and fitness.
(.

Live .Music

Information

Drawings
a~

T-Shirts

UCF Wellness Center

823-5841
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UCF's Tropical Fish & Aquarimn Headquarters
We Specialize in:
• Cichlids of All Types
• Tropical Fish
• Marine Fish '
• Supplies & Aquariums
*WE GIVE UCF STUDENTS i5% OFF ALL LIVE
STOCK WITH VALID STUDENT ID *

CADEX. The precise point at·which applied
technology and craftsmanship' intersect.
·Put the power of carbon fiber between
you and a mountain. It's 2112 times stronger than Cro-Moly steei and twice
the strength of aluminum. Plus, its unique vibration absorbing properties help improve
control during long descents as well as reduce fatigue from the relentless pounding.
Grab hold of the bars and put the Tioga "Mud Dawg" tires to work, and the ·reliable
Shimano Deere LX/Dx component group and Rapidfire shifters make this one incredible bike at a remarkable affordable price. Get one and start to move on a mountain!
In natural carbon fiber with the exclusive Cadex purte melt finish.

-;------ --

111BIKE WORKS
i1s-,91•

;Z::

I -

9100 East Colonial • Orlando
(at Beltway)

VISIT TROPICAL TANK W~N YOU WANT THE FINEST!
At the comer of Dean & UniveJSirym the Sun Cr-est Vilfage Shopping Center.
10159 University Boulevard

657 .. 8033

. FREE

LSAT
.CLASS
Saturday
October 26, 1991
3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Holiday Inn UCF
· . • • • AMPHITHEATER • • •

~GIANT
'-#

- -- - - - - - -

-

PRECISELY RIGHT'

-~-~ ------,------------_,_~

~lurkzto11£ Ifinfn 'QJU±oriuzi
•• .•- 1-800-741-1215 •••

.·1

5

.. I
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TICKETS
FROM PAGE3

mented $7 charge. "From my end I have not received
any negative comment about it," he said.
According to various students around c:pnpus, it is
not procrastination causing the slow start in ticket
·
'
sales, but the price.
"Jay Leno is funny to listen to on The Tonight Show,"
said Mike Robinson, a graduate student in social science education. "But I'm not gonna pay money to see . "
h im.
Philosophy major Hugh Hedley said, "If it's sup~
posed to be part ofthe university's activities, we shouldn't
have to pay."

~~~~W.~l~l~~§-~

· G~t ready for UCF's 1991 Homecoming

:ml ' with The Central Florida Future's special
~~l~li!~~1~i~~~lt~
:~w@m:wn@~~t.~~.

~fllift:

;Homecoming
. .issue
.
\ Thursday, Oct. 31.~\-'t.@k@wiw~Htf.
~)ililJlf111~~
next

~
(

(

t.

, We've dug up a cast of corpses for a Halloween party that'll raise the
-dead and raise the roofl Frankenstein, Dr~crna. The Mummy:_over thirty-fr\ie
ghouls and ghosts in all! It's Uni~rsal Studios' fright Nights,·and it's the
greatest show unearthed!
~
Descend into a maze of mutilation in the'Dungeon of Terror. the most ,
frigl:itening haunted house ever! Get down with Beetlejuice for his Graveyard
RevueJ Witness the living horrors of Halloween-The Human Impaler. Cobra
Woman. and Oiabqlical Oragonbreath! Be spirited to a world of danger-and
magic with the Pendragons ! Shake 'til you break at a Monster Mash Dance
so wild it could be your last!
All this Halloween _
madness is just $12.95 in advance, $15.95 the day of the
event (plus tax]. That includes the greatest rides in
thi~ world and the next-King Kong, ET~ and
.Back,ta.Jihe cfutu~~ane Ride~! ,~fter midnight.
'ttie.,par&ykeeps gam~at tne HarotfiEJCk Cate.®
So:gome to-lJniv~jls Fright Nights-~r a ,.~
hfalloW~eo party that'"8"to die for! .
_,

.'11· ';ii~;~;:';,_

~ '

~:!;;~

,.;;

~

.• .
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Fire-proof windows·
prove to be safe, but
·students need view

7

OH ·MY GOD.'

SOM£.ON£ !3lt.W UP

GJTt HALL! ANARCHY!

THERE'S GOING T013£

T

he construction of buildings is an art. Men
through the ages have perfected the art of
putting together the ideal dwelling for any
man, the most functional bridge that is both a
beauty to view but also a dream to use, and tallest
buildings to touch the clouds and view the sun.
As man has shifted styles and grown in his
ability to combine function and .esoteric values, so
have the safety levels grown. The safety has become so standard that national standards have
been created. Schools have been designed just to
train man in the art form of building. One would
think that we are falling into the dark ages with
the recent lack of control upon the UCF campus.
The Art Complex, soon to be opened, has suffered from this lack ofinsight within the building
community. Several structural errors have sprung
·from oversights on the part of the people in charge
of either reading the blueprints or making the
blueprints. Three main (and/or publicly stated) problems are causing a slight delay for the initial opening.
Yes, the building will be open for Spring classes.
The first problem is the thickness of the .walls.
The carpeted walls ·(lovely idea, carpeted walls)
need to have at least three-fourths of an inch of
plywood underneath so that the ART Complex can
hang artwork. It is not known whether the carpeting has been laid, butonecanonly hopethatitwas
not laid vet.
Another problem which has sprung up is the
. actual height of the gallery walls. Some artists
create very large paintings or wall sculptures.
These pieces need to have a big enough surface to
goagainst.Apparently,confusionoccurredatsome
point and the walls were made 6 feet less than the
·required space. Unfortunately, this creates a tunnel-like room, not to mention the actual lack of
area to show artwork.
The final problem is one that someone would
think would be apparent when the actual builders
were puttmg the windows in. A room was designed
for students to view slides for their art history
exams. It was set up that the students would look
through a window (clear glass) to view the slides.
Apparently fire-proof glass with mesh wiring was
put into place instead of the requested clear glass.
This is odd because it would seem so very obvious.
UCFisquicklygrowing. Growth upon the campus never ceases and neither has the funding for
buildings.Butthatdoesnotmeanthatthecontractors
or architects should take the job less seriously. Upon
a plare of higher learning, one would think that less
problems would occur, especially considering we all
- pay for these buildings in one way or another.
.
With the past (and still current) problems with
the U CF Arena and now the Art-Complex, one can
only hope that the Student Union will be better
planned. An art form is dying as we watch.
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A"JAR.CHY Ill ORL'iNDO!

CUT!!!

YOl) JERK, GET

OUT OF H£R£I

VIE ARE FILMING
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Republicans gain new ground as
Democrats lose the black youth

investing in oneself can ultimately pay off. To young
black Americans (especially young black males),
Judge Thomas stands as one of the ultimate exCAMPUS COMMENTARY
amples of achievement.
Through what Judge Thomas has achieved, inspiration
can flow into the most downtrodden of
hen making a bet, it's said to be bad luck to
obsessively dwell on the upshot, prior to the souls. Escaping the~ impoverished microcosm he
actual outcome. Over the last two weeks, was born into, he has demonstrated how educatibn
the confirmation of Judge Thomas and my money can be a key to a new world. By not subscribing to
the·policies of government handouts and assistance
were precariously held in the balance.
Having placed a few bucks OI). Thomas, I made programs, Thomas has shown that investment in
extreme efforts to d:i'.vert all mental energies away oneself does pay off. And by most certain means,
from that wage.r. Now, however, after collecting my haying a white woman as a wife makes the whole
winnings, freedom of comment has once again filled Thomas package complete.
With that in mind, Thomas now stands not just
my being, and the prai$es of Thomas' victory can be
as another conservative who will topple the balance
sung.
Actually, there were very few victors in the battle of the court to the right, but as a possible living
over Thomas' nomination. As represented by the threat to the liberal agenda in this nation: For over
judiciary committee, the image ofthe Senate plunged. 30 years, 95 percent of the black constituency have
Judge Thomas, although gaining his rightful seat on given their votes to liberal democrats, in return for
the court, is left with battering emotional scars. promises . of further government assistance. But
Professor Hill, although returning to her·normal now, Judge T~omas represents ~he possibility that
government reliance and
life, will never feel "normal"
welfare may not be the true
again and will suffer emotional
answer for upward social
devastation as well.
To young black Americans (esmobility. The Senate Democrats are
This must be a scary
also ata loss, when figuring in pecially young black males),
situation for many liberal
all the flack they're catching Judge Thomas stands as one of
Democrats, for 'those rubfrom some of their main camber stamps they've been
paign contributors (NAACP, the ultimate examples of
using to guarantee 95 per~
NOWbunch, Civil Rights Coa- achievement.
cent of the black constitulition, etc.) for not being as
ency may now be worth
vigilant toward sexual harassthrowing out the window. Judge Thomas now exists
ment from the beginning.
However, there are some winning elements to be as a political garden hose that can siphon a whole
found in the outcome of this past conformation new, young, black constituency into the conservaprocess. Whether they were collaborating for Pro- tive arena.
While liberal Democrats may lose many young,
fessor Hill, or for .Judge Thomas, young Americans
he Central Florida Future would like to got a chance to see youthful, professional, well- energetic and brilliant black Americans, Republicans
thank all of the people who have taken the adjusted and successful black Americans standing and conservative philosophy may gam new ground.
If the Thomas hearings are the spark that will
time to respond with letters. Unfortunately up for what they believed. Despite the spectacle that
blow
open the liberal Democrats' envelope of black
the letters cannot be printed immediately because was made of Judge Thomas and Professor Hill,
constituency,
then all the trouble of Thomas' conformany
young
Americans
received
the
opportunity
to
there are so many. Be patient though, all letters
mation
was
worth
it. And the true winners are the
see
success
in
those
two
as
well.
correctly signed with name and major will be
many
young,
black
Americans who will benefit from
And
now
that
Judge
Thomas
will
be.
sitting
on
the
published. We hope this will not discourage anythe
inspiration
of
Thomas'
success.
·
highest
court
in
the
land,
young
Americans
have
one who wishes to comment through a letter.
Ed Bowes is a sophomore studying computer science
been
shown
how
hard
work,
determination
and
Thank you again for the incredible correspondence.

Ed.Bowes

·w
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just have patience
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Horses asses multiply until there are more than horses
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?
he three most important scores oflast week:

42-7.
4-3.
52-48.

.

The first is the pasting the Kansas City Chiefs, the
team that can do no wrong, applied to the Miami
Dolphins. The second is the record of the Atlanta
Braves, the guys who keep coming from behind, in
taking baseball's NL title for this year. The third was
the Clarence Thomas score on the floor of the Senate by
its member, the behinds who can't do anything right.
The Senate debate and preceding inquiry into the
sexual propriety of Clarence Thomas really raised
more questions than it answered, the biggest one
possibly being: Why is it that there are so many more
horse's asses than there are horses?
With the Senate investigations beir}g led by two of
our nation's great paragons of virtue, Joe Bidden and

Ted Kennedy, the nation was treated to the pornographic thrill seeking of its leaders. Questions were
more concerned with dirty details than they were with
either getting the truth from or turning up substantial
evidence .e ither for or against Thomas or Anita Hill.
Thomas was a bit incorrect when he labelled the
proceedings as a ''high-tech lynching." High-tech voyeurism would have been closer.
And speaking of young Mr. Thomas, let us not
assume that he is entirely innocent in this whole mess.
His insinuations that the investigation was racially
motivated were both incorrect and hypocritical.
The opinion is repulsively incorrect, and anyone
holding the opinion that this was an attack on an
"uppity" black man (as Thomas put it) needs to first
explain what was the difference between this event and
what happened to Gary Hart several years ago, besides
the fact that both dealt with ,personal. chjiracter concerning two nationally influential men.
. . Sony, Clarence, race had absolutely nothing to do
with this, although politics certainly did.
His stance was also one of'the most blatant cases of
hypocrisy seen in some time - not a very comforting

thought when one considers the position that this man
now occupies for life.
For years, Thomas has been the favorite son of the
Republican Party for his · stance that a black should
never, ever use his skin color as a means of gaining an
advantage. He once wrote that he stood against "people
whose only claim to victimization is that they are
members of a historically oppressed group." ·
Yet, when the opportunity came for Thomas to take the
u.
Marion Banytackandclaim that the mean old Senate was
after him for being black, he jumped right to it.
And, finally, if a case could be made justifying the
sentiment that Thomas~s name was being dragged
through the political mud for his racial background, I
can make an even stronger case that it was that
background that got him the nomination in the first place. . 'S
Only an idiot or true believer in the p,arty line could
believe otherwise.
Ith as been pretty much common knowl~dge that our
elected officials are sleazy idiots, but now we're allowing them to put the worst sort of tartuffe into the
nation's highest court. ·
help America. Very little else will from now' oh.

Go?

SAMMY SLOTH

R.K.S.
IF You CAN"'r HANDLE
A WORD PROCESSOR,

CREATlVE WRITING,
THE 86"DROCK OF MY
Dli:GREE: PLAN!

I

DROP NOW

WONDER Wl1AT MY
PROF Will Br: LIKE .

THE NOVEL'S DUE ON
FrNAL'5 WEEK~ GET

. LOST f

..

Last week's question: Was the Clarence Thomas Nomination Wise?
Yes. Because she (Anita Hill) waited too
long to come out and say something about
what had happef]ed. If she had come out and
said something right after it happened, then it
wo4ld matter more."

"Yes, I do think it was wise. I think the Anita
Hill part of the nomination was brought about
by leaks in the committee who were Democrats opposing the nomination for political reasons. They did not consider his qualifications.
Even though he hasn't had a lot time as a
judge, he has gone through the confirmation
process and has been confirmed."

·:..._ Adalean Sanon

-Scott Busby

medical records/administration

Yes. I really don't think there was too much
relevance to what happened 15 years ago. I
couldn't take someone to court. I found out
·from my lawyer that I couldn't take someone
to court for something that happened to me
after 7 years. I personally think she could
have brought it up earlier . .. she followed him
all over the country b~sically."

legal studies

"Well I think the Anita Hill thing took away
from whether Thomas was qualified. Everyone
was looking at whether he did what she
claimed or not, and no one knows whether it
happened except for them [Anita and Thomas].
I don't exactly know how qualified you have to
be, to be a Supreme Court justice ... Politics
are cjirty."

-Dan Tufty

-Dave Smith

physical therapy

business administration

?hone ins: "No. The highest court in our lan.d should be representative of all peoplo, not just the conservative, narrow-minded Reagonites. President
Bush should stop swinging the big stick, and'start swinging a big broom. Vote. It gives you the right to bitch•:._ Doug Corey, Journalism.

This week's question:

What is the.most hnportant q118Jiflcation for the new UCF president?
Call The Central Florida Future's hotline with your view at 823-3956
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Florlda ranks last for public schools

•

.
C'>LJ

O:

Mark James

T

CAMPUS COMMENTARY
ell, here I am back at it again. This time around
I thought I would get creative, write a mystery
for you, a weird sort of murder about a person
named Flory Duh. However, "After further review we
have a reversal" (no, really, I am not watching too much
football, and I am not in denial). Anyway, I figure the
facts are weird enough in themselves.
Florida is dymg. Quickly. It is being murdered. As
with any murder, you look for motive,. means and
opportunity.. The state is being killed by an individual
or individuals presently unknown murdering its education system.
.
Not that the education system was in great shape to
begin with. Take any type of test you want to choose
ranking the seniors leaving high school and you will
-find Florida students constantly in the bottom 10 (go
team). Our SAT scores are 300 points from the top
states. A recent independent test for high school students had Florida ranked 28th (yea) out of 35 states
reporting (boo).
It's so easy to blame the teachers, but it isn't their
fault. Somewouldsayifnot the teachers, then the students.
I don't believe it. Although a·lack of knowledge does not
necessarily exclude a lack of intelligence, it does not
require it. This would tend to leave the responsibility for
this situation with someone else. But who?
Who indeed. How about the state legislature? To my
knowledge, no other state educational system has its
legislature running the curriculum with such an iron
fist. Some states even go so far as to allow the heresy of
teachers and school administrators having input into
what the curriculum will be. Yet, since we "don't care
how they do it up North," we are not interested in how
Iowa might run its system (with an average SAT score
ofl ,100). We also wouldn't be interested in the fact that
Florida is one full year behind many other schools.
Of course the legislature couldn't even think of
giving the administrators more freedom. After all, the
legislature works so hard on this area they need 10
months vacation to recuperate. Wow. Amazing thing,
but some legislatures meet all year, but ours is too tired.
In fairness, they do try to do some things for the
education system. For instance, they would like to give
more money to it, they really would, bu,t you see"there
- is such a big need for Brevard Coilnty to have a $2
million pool.
And how abouf suspect number two? Gov. Lawton
Chiles and his right(cap) sizing program. All the money
is gone and his hands are tied, poor thing. Except all the
money wouldn't be gone if he hadn't been so busy
creating new,, executive jobs (pay range $40,000 to
$100,000 annually) for some ofhis old cronies. Yes, he
did cut out a lot of turkeys from the budget, but I would
bet that budget still goes into deep hiding at Thanksgiving.
The final suspect is you and me .. Not enough of us
have the political savvy needed to correct the situation.
Politics are "too boring, too corrupt, I don~t want to get
my hands dirty - I'd rather go into the nice, clean
business world." Uh huh.
What's the solution? I hate to sayit(itmakes me sound
like a Democrat) but in this inst.ance it is more money.
Actually, it needs to be more and better !)pent money.
Where will the money come from? The only place it
can come from is an income tax. However, to just say we
need an income tax is not sufficient. We would end up
with the legislature doing the same magic disappearing trick it did with the lottery money.
Florida's situation is different than many ·o ther
state's. For most, to create (or raise) taxes they only
need an act by the legislature. For Florida it requires a
Constitutional Amendment. If we have to change the
Constitution anyway, why not tie up the money at the
same time we give it? Just make it mandatory for the
legislature to give the same amount of money to education
that they did in the 1989-90 school year, and every penny
raisedfromtheincomeistobesupplementaltothatmoney.
For the last four years Florida's money population
has been moving out at a higher rate than others where
money has been moving in. Yet our population keeps
growing. Many are moving out because their children
are not receiving the proper education. More and more
poor students are takingthe place of these middle and
upper class students. W~thout an income tax to provide
for a proper education for these students, Florida will
soon have two more titles -The Homeless Capitol of
the World and The Poverty.Belt.
-Mark James is a senior studying history.
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• RELIGIOUS_GRAMMAR
Editor:
Once again ~ student tends to
speak too soon, too loud and too
much; showing his ignorance and
lack· of respect with full-flying colors. In the Oct. 15 issue of The Future, one editorialist seemed distlirbed by the pro-life sign makers.
The complaint was not because of
their anti-abortion viewpoint or their
demonstration in lawful assembly, .
but because of their grammar.
In fact, the author of the commentarywentoutpfhis way to praise
the demonstrators for their zeal. yet_
he obviously lacks a full understanding oftheir purpose. What was wrong
with the signs? The editorialist says
that they were in the wrong tense.
Signs such as "Jesus Heals" and
Jesus Forgives' were incorrect because Jesus died. The obvious mistake that the commentator mentioned was that these were Christian activists, but did not understand the whole Christian viewpoint. ~
When a Christian holds up a sign
that states "Jesus Forgives" that is
exactly what he ~eans to say. The
present tense of the sign is accurate
to the Christian frame of mind..
Christians· believed that although
Jesus died on a cross, he was also
resurrected from the dead. The resurrected body ofJesus then ascended
into heaven where Jesus still exists,
in the present tense.
Whether one finds this too hard
to swallow is another story. The fact
remains, present tense is correct.

Todd J. Puccio
liberal studies
• ACCEPTING CALLS
Editor:
This letter is to correspond with
the entire student body.
My name is John Shadgett and I
was recently voted into Senate for
the college of Arts and Sciences. To
date, 1 have no experien.ce with being of the political mind set. What I
do know is that I care about what
goes on in this school, and that I am
interested in becoming well acquainted with the issues of the students. Here is where I have found a
problem. There does not seem to be
a system where the average student
can approach a member of SG and
make changes. This is my letter of

9

intent.
I must say that I understand
how easy it can be to read this and
think that! am just another powerhungry elected official who is making this appeal in order to further
his own career. All I can say in my
defense is that if I am contacted, I
will be happy to sit down face to
face and attempt to dispel any misconceptions harbored. My SGnumber is 823-2191.
.

myself stay home next time because
I didn't go last time. That's the neat
thing about being Christians: we are
forgiven. Wave to me when you pass
me, Jeffery. Then talk .some more
about inaction and Jesus.
Carlos Martinez
business

• BUDGET SHORTFALLS
Editor:
As we advance toward the 21st
John Shadgett century, wemustensurethatastrong
student senator socioeconomic structure is developed.
Paramount to the building of such a
structure is a solid foundation based
• MISSING THE POINT
on education.
Editor:
Jeffery Hunn; in his commen'rhe lack of competent education
tary on Oct.15 about the Life Chain will inevitable be visible in ol:lr futhat drew pro-life supporters to ture doctors, engineers, communicastand on ·Colonial Drive and · tors, educators and statesmen. The
Semoran Boulevard, missed the future of our community as well as
our great state will be grossly impoint entirely.
Bashing "Bible-blinded pro- pacted. As important as education
lifers," who are usually out "Op- is, we paradoxically appear to be
pressing or persecuting'' was obvi- movingin another direction. A direcously the whole point of the edito- tion that isn't bright and promising,
rial: He did not give credit to the but muddled, muzzy and grey.
Budget shortfalls should not imparticipants for gathering for a
cause they believed in, but he also pact education as it has. There are
said that, "Perhaps if they weren't· other options. To begin with, since
so guilty about themselves, they the commencement of the lottery,
would be out volunteering and in- state legislators have continuously
teractingwith thelessfortunate ... " cut education's share of the tax reWhat he saw was a gathering of ceipts. This should not be. Too, the
Christians and pro-lifers wh9 spoke education and prize portions of the
out for what they believe. Does he lottery money should be, at a minfpersonally know a Christian who mum, be reversed so education would
doesn't help his community because receive 50 percent of lottery funds
of a sense of guilt? Does he know · and prizes receive 38 pereent.
Also, as law enforcement continthat efforts to clothe, feed and give
the community support are imple- ues to make drug seizures of propermented at most churches in Cen- ties and money, a portion ofthe seized
tral Florida? Thinking that Chris- revenues should be directed into the
tians don't volunteer because· it state's education budget. As it stands
might rob them of faith is errone- today, law enforcement maintains·
ous; it adds to faith. '
control over all seized · money and
He complained, too, that the Life property. Statistics show the more
Chainers were holding signs that educated a person is, the less likely
read "Jesus Heals," apparently un- that person may be involved in crimiaware that he is dead ... that nal activity.
'Jesq.s forgave,' but.. .. I owe it to
The outlook for education doesn't
someone to correct the tense of the have to be as somber as it has been
verb; Jesus forgave." Not many a portrayed, there are other options. If
Bible scholar was stunned at this new laws need to be enacted or existnew information that Jesus lived ing laws need to change, lets get it
and died close to 2,000 years ago. done. Education must continue to
But we, in their faith, believe that advance - not stagnate or slip into
Jesus rose again. And believe that an abyss of bureaucratic blund.
abortion is wrong.
I didn't go that day, but now I
Michael B. Chambers
wish .that I had. But I won't let
interpersonal communication

Letters Policy
The Central Florida Future encourages its readers to write letters to the editor on subjects of interest to the student body and the
UCF community in general. Please keep letters to a maximum of 300 words. Submissions must be typed and include the author's lull
name, signature, major and telephone number.
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA DELTA Pl
Hey AXA we love being 1st with you!
AMI •s their Bust Buddies and coaches!
Thanks for everything! Girls, Hayride
was a Blast!! A.1TI is psyched for Homecoming 91withTIKA.1st place in Watermelon Bust and 1st place in Homecom- ,
ing 1991!!! We can't wait for happy hour
on Friday TIKA!! Congrats Wise Pi Shannon . Greeks of the Week: Mark Dogoli,
DC, Student Body Vice-President and
Victoria DeCastillo, EU, 0-Tearn. Don't
forget about the scholarship luncheon at
the House at 1pm on Sunday. Dress to
pin!!

Classified~~~
October 24, 1991

Abuse Specialist: Phil E. Quinn, author
of 6 books & Natnl Speaker. $5.00 preregistration for students $10 at the door
& for other interested parties, contact
Kim Dawson 366-3802

ROOMMATES
Female Roommate to Share 3BR I 2 BA
house and expenses. Close to UCF
Phone 677-0805 before·4:00pm
Female Nonsmoker 4 Bd. 2 Ba. House 5
min. from UCF pool, laundry $295 plus
utilities. $150 deposit 679-4889 or 8307066

Car EO Sony XE90 $100 OBO 8234474
SURPLUS SALE· A surplus sale will be
held atthe Property Surplus Warehouse
next week. Items available will include
miscellaneous office furniture and office
machines, electronic and electrical equipment of all kinds, 4 vehicles, miscellaneous computer equipment, photo copy
machines, and many other items. Inspection of items will be from 10am to
3pm next Tuesday and -Wednesday,
October 29th &30th. Bids will be opened
Thursday, October 31st. Bid forms will
be available at the inspection site. This
sale is open to the public. Contact Frank
Bartram _or Peggy Hightower at 8235084 for any questions. Thank you.
86 Daytona Turbo T-Tops + 273-2700

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Viking 91: ATQ & EU Does it get any
better, Homecomfng w/&' , could be!
Thurs: ATQ &AXA "UndertakerBall"on
SR50. GeorgiaSouthern RoadTrip$15.
Hey Elvis, is your bed dry yet. EU, Viking
was awesome.
DELTA DELTA DELTA
Hey M.1's, grab a teacher quick 'cause
time is running out! Apple polishing is
this Sunday from 7-9. No Delta time!
Kerry, you did great. We're proud of you!
KAPPA DELTA
EU & ATQ the original tradition for Viking. Great job ladies first in Spirit &
Service. Thanx to our awesome AXA
coaches! Congrats Jen AXA Sweetheart
& Oss ie for 0.1K! EU Sports #1 !!

We need a roommate for a LARGE
HOUSE in Park Manor. Garage, patio,
and fireplace. $260 a month plus your
share of the utilities. Call Matt at 3829427
Female Nonsmoking Roommate wanted
to share quiet 3bdrm 2bath home near
Fashion Square Mall. Wash/Dry, AC
dishwash, microwave, woodfloors , &
soon to have pool & dog . $250 + 1/3
electric. 896-3790
M/F Roommate to share 2BR/2BA Apt
and 1/2 util. Fully furn. c/o Full size
Wash/Dry & all amen-$315+Dep Call
677-1689 anytime-Leave Message
Responsible roommate wanted , 3/2
house, 18 miles to UCF, washer/dryer,
c~mputer room, non-smoker $250.00
plus 1/3 utilities. (407) 321-4607

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
AXA-ATQ UNDERTAKER's BALL to- · Howell Branch Rd. Area, 2 bdrm 2 bath
nigl'lt! Costume only w/ prizes for best furnished except bedroom, male or fecostume . SPORTS - AXA 1 vs. l:X1 @ male, $260 per month+ 1/2 all util. 6794pm . Support the team! Bros/AM's re- 4990
member the Pro Wrestling Fundraiser
Friday.

Attention Advertising & Marketing Majors! The Central Florida Future is looking for motivated individuals to sell ad
space for the newspaper. Gain Experience & Make Money! For more information call 823-2601 !

TUTORS
LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300 or (904)426-0400

WANTED
LSAT GMA T GRE MCAT NCLEX
TEST YOUR BEST_ Nations Largest
Test Prep. 150 Centers. 53 years Experience. 1 mile west of UCF. Kaplan Educational Center 273-7111.

Looking for WATER-SKI PARTNERS
I just got here from San Diego & would
like to find people to ski with. I have a
boat on Lake Conway & can ski almost
whenever. My name is David & I'm 23
yrs. old. Call me if you want to ski or even
just drive the boat! 240-2132.

SAT ACT GRE GMAT CLAST PREP.
Educators, Not Just Tutors. General
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment
Flexible Classes 249-4070

Macintosh plus, SOOK external drive,
image writer 2, modem and software
$900.00 (407) 321-4607 Jamie.
286 Tandy w/ Hi-Res Color Monitor, incl.
mouse,
co-proc ,
20MB
HD+ 123+WP5.0+Autocad, OPRO,
Games Patrick 282-7428

AUTOS
'85 Renault Alliance Air Cqndition Automatic AM-FM Stereo 60W 4Speakers
Very Clean Runs Good Call Aboud. You
have to see it to believe it 671 -5673
GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from
$100. Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes.
Chevys. Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805
962-8000 Ext.S-4628

HEl.P WANTED

10

CGS3ooo and College Algebra Tutors
Needed ASAP 366-2693

SERVICES

SPANISH TUTORING CALL MARIA
282-9872 BETWEEN 1 TO 3; AFTER
9PM ALSO WEEKENDS

College Funding-Guaranteed ! !
Grads I Undergrads I Potential Students
- We match students to private sector
scholarships nationwide. Call 1-800-6699419 for FREE info.

OTHER

Babysittir:ig evenings and weekends reliable UCF Area. Please call 382-4892
SCHOLARSHIPS! No Gimmicks. RENAISSANCE: 1-800-677-9072, Ext. 92.

Attention: Wiffleball Players!
League Forming
Individuals and Teams Wanted
Call 658-4893 Ask for Dave

Music Lessons - Piano, Organ, Keyboard, Guitar. Your residence or mine .
Lynn 282-0187.

Earn $2500 & Free Trips Selling Spring
Break Packages To Bahamas, Mexico,
Jamaica, Florida! Best Trips & Prices!
Spring Break Travel 1-800 638-6786.

AMERICAN DENTAL PLAN
Several no-charge procedures, as low
as $55.20 a year. Call-Bob at 644-5500
or leave message where to send brochure.

FOR RENT

PHI DELTA THETA
Come one, come all! Hallofest 91 Cos- ·
tume party Sat. 9pm at Phi Deft Mansion!
Beware of the bottomless pit! (Joe) Adopt
212 apt 1 mi from UCF. gishwasher,
a highway clean up. Meet at house Sat.
wash/dry, AC , fans . $450. 3~5- 7532.
9am then, house KP.
I

Pl BETA PHI
We loved our Bust buddies Lou, Steve,
Dan, and the rest. They're the best!_Now
Homecoming's here & we will win this
year. We'll be there in full force . It's TI<I>
& l:<I>E -ofcourse!
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
2 days to Goombayl Woodser is Nov.
16. Get your tickets now for UCF's biggest and best party!! PIKE I vs. TKE
today! PIKE/MTI Homecoming is going
to be a scream! See ya at Goombayll!
SIGMACHI .
Road trip to.G~orgia Southern this weekend I! PARTY with the GS Sigs Sat. Nite!
Hey EU,, DC is stoked to win it all with
you next week!! Sweetheart is Nov. 9!
DC-ATGDMFT!!!
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Everyone, don't forget to vote on 91
Homecoming Court. Georgia Southern
game arid induction road trip this weekend. Football today vs. ATQ 1. Support
Sig Ep-Be There. Congrats~-

Cl.US INFO
A.A MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
12-1pm STUDENT CENTER BLDG
ROOM 211
Student Social Work Assn will hold a
workshop at the Maitland Civic Center,
Nov. 2nd 10:00-3:30 featuring Child

1 Bedroom Apt.-UCF Area $315/month
Easy walk to UCF Call 281-6545
Clean 2 story townhouse for rent ! 2 bedroom/2 bath. Walk to school. Backs up to
.Lake/Preserve! All appliances, including
washer/dryer, microwave, and dishwasher. $450 per month. Call John at
886-9579
*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 2/2 Available for Immediate
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

FORSAl.E
DEER RUN Golf/pond view, like new 4
Br I 2 Ba, fireplace, courtyard. By owner,
$119,000. (904)383-2496 Col
E of UCF "Sparkling 3/2 Home Big Lot
$3,500down 8.5%int. Mustsee$57,000
Also wooded lots with ski lake access
$2,000 dn. $150 per mo. $14,900. Broker 644-8256.
BED. Twin Size. $50 671-9733

RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERSFROM3-7AM$7 PER HRCALL
297-3715
TIM WEBBER CATERING IS NOW HIRING! Experience preferred. Learn how
to bartend and make great extra $$$ .
Don't miss this great opportunity!! Call
246-7300.
Fraternities, sororities, campus organizations, highly motivated individualsTravel FREE plus earn up to $3000+
selling SPRING BREAK trips to Cancun
• South Padre Island * Bahamas/Cruise
•Acapulco: 1-800-258-9191
Fundrajser We're looking for a top fraternity, sorority, or student organization
that would like to earn $500-$1500 for a
one week on-campus marketing project.
Must be organized _and hard working.
Call JoAnn or Rob at (800)592-2121.
Part time house keeping help needed.
NearUCF. $7/hr. to start. Flexible schedule, private home. 677-7508 morn.
Looking for a job working for a reputable
and successful company that offers guaranteed bonus incentives for your hard
work? If you need a job that provides
exce11ent income, challenge, opportunity to grow, and flexible hours please
call Dr. Washuta for an appointment
382-2265

286 AT, 12MHZ, 1 MEG RAM, Case, 40
MEG HD, 51/4 & 31/2 Floppies, Mouse,
Modem $550.00 679-0167 ROB

Extra Money? Models needed for surfing boutiques, swimwear, etc. Free photo
analysis! Send snap, info., ph~ne. Box
315, Goldenrod, FL 32733.

Laptop Computer, Turbo 8, 1MEG RAM,
(2) 720K Floppies, Modem, Backlife
Screen, Case, Books, Software, $375
Rob 679-0167

~tudents or Enterprising individuals F/

Need seve(al Business and Marketing
PT Flex to help market Business Advertising speci(!l~es. 249-0882.

l.ONEI.Y • 'S

TYPISTS

Singl~s

WP.EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. ~66-0538

Date Line local or across US 1.Ext 524 $2/min . 24 hrs.

900-77~-LOVE

TYPING SERVICES - Call Nancy at
679-4006.

SWF-Looking for SWM, non-smoker,
non-drug user, older than 26. Are you
out there? Write me at P.O. Box 26371,
Orlando, FL 32816

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast* Professional* Accurate

Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429
TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WP51
Accurate I Affordable Cindy I 365-4863

I

PERSONALS
America Needs Industrial Engineers to
improve quality of products & s.ervices,
expand manufacturing capabilities arid
increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD degrees in IE. Call/Visit Mr. Fernandez or
Dr. Mary Danzat823-2204 for more info.
t;

PRO WORD PROCESSING
24 HRS. 7 DAY/WK
Word Perfect 5. 1
Accurate Formatting-Editing-Spell Ck
No Job is Too Large or Tcio Small
Hot Line 407-423-8078

Mr. Fernandez and Dr. Mary Danz will
tell you everything you always wanted to
know about majoring in Industrial Engineering - ~ut were afraid to ask! Call
them for info at 823-2204

THE WRITE STUFF Professional Computer/Laser Typing: Papers, Graphs,
Resumes, Manuscripts, 24 hrs. Reasonable. 297-3545.

Barbi, you wench I I know you're the one
who put Sandy in the hospital! When I
find you and Ramon, I'm gonna put you
in "Misery", just like tonite's movie in the
SAC.
Brett

Complete Typing I WP Services Fast All
Executive Services 2431 Aloma #226
671-4414

Peppy, sW? No need to worry. Let's
still be good. I miss you. It's been a
while, eh?
Trish
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It's sweeping the
· nation, and it's now in
Orlando. Is it a sport, a
hobby, a craze, or an

UCF student Joe Fulkes soars through
the Kissimmee sky on his first bungeejumping attempt.

obsession?

' ,, ~~:::::::::::~~=:

Orlando yet can see its buildings, even picking out
specific ones-Sun Bank, First Union and, a little
further over, Orlando Regional Medical Center. At
150 feet in the air, you try not to think about that
last one.
.
''Two," he screams. The shout is taken up by the
people waiting below.
Even though it's been stabilized against the side
of the crane holding it, the 4-by-5 foot steel and
wire cage you're standing in rocks slightly. Looking
down, the 12 foot deep "safety" pond suddenly
doesn'tseemtohavequitethediameteritdidwhen
you left the ground.
"One!"

BUNGEE continued page 11

Story by Bill Cushing
Photos by Charles K. Morrow

Roger, Penny and Josh Conner, visitors from Georgia,
were driving by wheri the jumpers caught their eye. They
pulled over to stop and watch. Their youngest son, Cy,
(not pictured) thought about jumping but decided he
''hadn't lived long enough."

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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READY ...

SET ...

Lee Adams readies the long, thick cords
for a jump. His T-shirt, reading "Shut
Up and Jump" could be one way to
look at the experience.

Vicky Thornton, site operator, double
checks harnesses for safety and
security. UCF student Joe Fulkes
watches nervously.

GO!
Fulkes, all secured and ready, starts to
fall off the edge of the crane. It's a long
, way down to the ground 150 feet below,
_ arid now there's no turning back.

BUNGEE
FROMPAGE

'-.! .

I ...

(

l1

.NowAdams and the crowd scream the numbers
in tandem, and_there is one countleft between the
solid footing of the cage floor and thin air.
"BUNGEE!"
Inhaling one more breath, you step out, dive
and fall. And fall and fall and fall.
Where to look? The buildings in the distance
start hiding behind those that are closer
advertising T-shirts or Florida towels; the
upturned faces start taking on detail; the circle of
water widens out as the distance between yob
closes. About 30 feet~ above the water's surface,
your fall slows as the three-inch thick bungee chord
attached to your ankles begins its work. Then,
maybe 10or15 feet above the ground, you slowly
stop andhangin the airfor a split second, watching
the top of a dragonfly buzz by.
Just as suddenly; the scenery recedes-,-- like
looking through the wide end ofa telescope- and
you're on your way back up as the elastic cord
you've entrusted with your life contracts.
That's bungee jumping, and, before it's done,
you've been up and down three, maybe four times.
It's an experience bringing the jumper as close to
death as legally possible, and each phase of the
fall has its own unique feel, speed and thrill to ii
What is bungee jumping exactly: a sport,
hobby, a thrill or an obsess~on?
"It's a personal thing," said Robert Hardenburg,
a Central Floridian who,took his first jump with
a group of friends on Oct. 18. "It's gotta be
something you do on the side."
Joining Hardenburg was bungee-buddy Joe
FUlkes, a UCF sophomore from Winter Park. He
first saw the activity a few months ago on Kevin
Seals' MTV show, "Sportin' Fools." The area
residentshaddrivenbytheBringeeManialocation
behind the USA Factory Outlet on Highway 192
the evening before and decided to "do it."
Fulkes even called iRto work sick in order to
undertake his first ·jump - not a bad excuse
considering what he decided to do, according to
some.
"It's amazi.n gwhat people will pay to do stupid
things,"saidPem1yConnerofJonesboro,Georgia,
whowasvisitingthearea withher_husbandtosee
''interesting" things.
·
·
Thegroupoffourfirst-timejumpersdrewstraws
before arriving at Bungee Mania to determine the
ordertheywouldfollow.Afterwards, thefourwent
off to reflect on the experience and, as Fulkes said,
"Have a cigarette and a Budweiser."

carnival circuit throughout the Southwest and
Midwest, accordingtoCliffDavisofBungeeMania.
Everyone with the outfit works up to each position
- site operator, jumpmaster, whatever - and
every member of the staff can handle another's
_job. The safety of the jumper is the first priority.
In fact, a bungee jumper has better odds than
any 1-4 driver.
"Every connection is checked at least three
times, by at least two people," Davis said.
''We normally publicize it as the safest form of
flight," said Brian Mirfin, a bungee jumping
consultant and part-owner of Bungee Mania.
Originally from New Zealand, Mirfin has spent
the past three years developing the method and .
the means for public bungee jumping.
"We developed, with rubber companies, the
cords [used]," he said, explaining that the cord his
outfit uses is designed to stretch to four times its
normal length; most bungee cords can only stretch
to twice their lengths.
Safety is established to make the activityviable
to the customer and attractive to the spectators
who gather every afternoon to watch people dive
the 150 foot distance.
Open from 3 until 10 p.m.., the location sees
about 20 jumpers per day during the week and
almost 90 a day on weekends, Mirlin -said. But
family friends and the curious tend to congregate
around the fenced-off jumping area.
"If I could charge the spectators, I could really
Tim Lyons seemed to agree with Conner make some money," Mirfin joked.
although he was one of the four and wanted to
At an initial price of$55 and subsequent jumps
"contemplate our stupidity."
costing $35, Bungee Mania is well below the
Bungee jumping is a tradition among the national average of $70. Anyone but pregnant
Vanutau natives living on the South Pacific women or those with heart conditions can jump,
· Pentecost Island. Each year the young men of the proyiding the jumper signs the appropriate
tribe partake in a ritual called "land-diving," releases. Mirfin said that the ratio of men-toleaping from trees with their ankles tethered by women jumpers is about 60-40.
And while the speed of a freefalling jumper
vines. The ritual is practiced as a religious .
ceremony, bothasariteofpassageforthejumpers averages about 3_9 miles per hour (still a pretty
and to help the upcoming yam harvest.
hefty r:ate when you're on your own), Mirfin said
The craze began in America when a group of that most jumpers claim it feels like 100.
Oxford University students jumped offthe Golden
Although Mirfin calls bungee jumping a sport
GateBridgeafterlearningaboutthe''land-divers" more than a hobby or craze, it might also qualify
-as an addiction.
of Pentecost.
After all, Fulkes and his friends are returning
Orlando has had bungee jumping for about a
. month in the form _of Bungee Mania. Most of the for asecondjum_p.Andnexttimethey'll be dragging
employees have worked together by traveling the as many other ''bungee virgins" as they can.
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Wanda who? KLF background vocalist deceive$ local fans
by David J. Shoulberg
Music Director

,..

showman-ship of Wanda Dee and her beefy male entourage.
At-about five after ten, some washed up performer who
used to be on the television show "Fame" came out once
againandsaidthatKLFwasnotinthehouse. Hethenrambled
on about how sexy Wanda was, and that it was going to be a
big T&A festival. ~Sex sells, I guess, since after all he didn't
mention the music at all.
I 0:25 p.m. - The lights flicker on, the bass driven music
kicks in and the puppets take to the stage (Lord knbws they
aren'tmusicians). Funny,Icouldn'trecognize the first song,
it wasn't KLF! Then they launched into a verbatim album
version of "What time is Love?," which in its best moments
had a male dancer fall from a table that collapsed. Next came
"Last Train to Transc~ntral," another KLF album track that
had Wanda singing over vocal tracks already on tape. Then
came a ballad sung infrench that is supposedly from the
feature film version of ''The Josaphine Baker Story," starring
Wanda·Dee.·Like that fihn project will ever see the light of
day after the prnducers realize how mediocre Wanda is.
Finally came "3 a.m. Etemal,"whichgotthe crowd moving,
but no more so that if
· the dance 12" had
· been playing on a
slowclubnight. Theguyrappingtheleadvocals.onthissong

--S£-cliO"NIBOX-___ __ iiOW ______ wr·- -
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eatre, an ere is my review. o se . on
·
·WJ~s/J feel bad, so were about the 200 people who bought
BEACHAM F.:AVE
······
tickets to a show-billed as Wanda Dee and The
KLF.
WAf~DR DEE tlFAH~
The trouble started when it was realized that it wasn't KLF
in concert, but rather Wanda Dee of The KLF. Wanda who?Wanda Dee happens to be an incidental back up vocalist on
two tracks from the hit KLF album, The White Room.
DOORS OPEN AT 8:00PM
Let's get a little background here. Two Fridays ago tickets
12,1991 9:00PM
went on sale for WandaDee and The.KLF. The single "3 a.m.
Eternal"isgettinghugeclubplay,andinmyopinion,thenew
KLF album is a masterwork of house music. So hey, I saw
__.... ... .. _ --· ____ ________ __________ _
great opportunity in the situation. I asked a special friend to
~ E'r..'•.co~
sEcnoNteox
Row
sw
go with me, bought tickets and has hyped for a great show.
JQ101 i GEN Fl DM GEN ADM
The first thing I noticed when driving by The Beacham
s c:- • •
Theatre was that the show was not listed on their massive
w
marquee.
second dead give-away that my evening was
~
BEACHR~·~
~ .....- ...
headed for disaster was the fa~t that there was a written
GE:NBDM
l1JAND.A
DEE
THE t::lF
. disclaimer on the doors of the club, and an usher warning us · wassooffkeyw~ththeprerecordedbackingtracks,Ithou_ght ~
_
. c:;
r:
that KLF was only a studio group, and not waiting for us he had a speech llllpediment. At 11 p.m. the puppets left the ~ _
• H LL
AGE - WE L -- OM~ . _
1
inside. Instead we could be thrilled by the vocal and se_xual stage, after a total of five songs and 35 minutes, and invited . Eil\l A01;1 DE
A[. HAM THEATRE - 0RLAN [.I LI
· everyone to check out their midnight show in-llffll'lt!J Do o F~ s op EN AT s : 0 0 p M
Melboumethatsamenight.Iflhadthoughtabout
CRT [l['T 1'1 1991 9• fA1AF1~1
it, I wouldhavecalledMelboumeconcertgoers l•IB~n..;-;;,.:.1:...:.._~·~~i::..~.1~~~·~ti~t':..;'~-1
to warn them of the sins Wanda Dee was about
to commit.
'-------------__..;..._ _ _ _ _ _____
All in all the singing was average, the pre- show goes well. The KLF? No, they approved Wanda to
recorded music had a horrible hiss, and about perform theirmusic but not tou~e theKLFname in the billing.
Bring Friends .. .
100 of the 200 ticket buyers of the evening
I blame any artist with enough gall to charge $15 a ticket,
requested
refunds.
Roommates .. .
perform five songs (of which only 3 were recognizable), and
Who is to blame? Not The Beacham, they to walk off stage after 35 minutes to go do th~ same thing all
and Money!!!
were very professional. Once it realized the over in another city ..That is not professional, it's not even
confusion surrounding the concert, the staff did ethical. If Wanda Dee wants to survive the reputation she is
their best to clear up the matter. The Beacham is building on this fictitious concert tour, she needs to put her
still the best place for a club date in the area. The foot down, now! She was introduced as Wanda Dee the
Belz Factory
Promoter? When I spoke with Fat Harry Goddess. It's more like Wanda Dee the carnival worker who
Productions they were very apologetic. After stole $30 of my hard earned money to do half-assed versions
Outlet World
all, a promoter only makes good money if the of KLF's greatest hits.
Mall 2
363-4670
z.·::::::::::::x,,
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Call an ·ambulance, DI: Hector's back in to-wn

10% student discount on regular merchandise with UCF ID

•Emergency
definitely announce the arrival.o f
Artist: Dr. Hector & the Groove the doctor.
Injectors
Emergency, the latest offering
Producer: Bob Greenlee, Dru from the Florida-based group Dr.
Lombar
,, ·:tr.n·~,,.,,,,, .,,.,,,.,, .~- '· Hector & the Groove
Label:
lchiban • )~~1~~.;.. Injectors, mixes the
Records
-/j~~:~ l funky blues that has
•
·:. ·I madethisbandafavorite
A wailing siren and {~:,, · ·
, · of clubgoers ~oughout
an
evil
laugh <,;:.~::,~
penetrating the title :.:,~·f~~::f~..
the Southeast with a
trackofthisnewalbum .' · ,
harder rock edge that
should help make sales a bit easier.
"When Did Love Let Go" is a
smoking slow number that starts
"THE IDEAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY"
with Roger Noss's saxophone

3403Technological Plaza
Orlando, Florida
(407)273-7111
1 mile West of UCF

talents.

WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH
CARPET, DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL
OF THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS:
• RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF _
• ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
•WALK TO SHOPS, BANKS,
AND MOVIES

Rs lax

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS

WITH OUR NEW

LiG81\S8d

Massags

Thsrapist

•ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
• TIIE ULTIMATE IN
CONVENIENCE

12017 SOLON DR.
ORLANDO, FL
(NEXT TO PIZZA uur ON ALAFA YA)

273-4097

r-------~------------,

I
I

I

GALf HAWORTH UIMA-0011240) IS OFFERING
SPECIAL LOW RATES TO "nF STUDENTS.
FACUtTY, AND STAFF FOR
STRESS REOUCIH!i MAc;SAGr.:;, ..
STUDENTS: S15 PER HALF HOUR
FACULTY/STAFF: S20 PER HALF HOUR
FULL ONE HOUR SESSION: S25

"STRESSBUDDIES'" ARE ALSO AVAILABLE TO
CONSULT WITH YOU ABOUT COLLEGE ANXIETlf~.
CALL THE CAMPUS WELLNESS CENTER

expires10/31/91

-;---.

Good only at University &_Alafaya location

L __A.:!°~~~~Ll2~(.!!_e_:! ~ ~~)_:~:!8!2_ _ .J

Dru Lomar, founder, vocalist
and guitarist for the group, once
said that his group's music may
benewtotheyoungercrowd, "but
it's still Sam and Dave to me."
With "A Woman Like You,"
the Injectors prove.that it can still
do the Sam and Dave routine. That
tune is followed by ''Don't Be
Afraid," which reveals Lombar's
Southern Rock roots from his
.earlier experiences with
Grinderswitch in the 1970s.
"Downtown
Drinking"
combines Blues Brother's licks
with a brass-infested background
while "14 Carat Fool" gives
listeners a chance to hearthe band
play some Mississippi Delta blues.
A local product all the way, the
album was recorded in Sanford's
King Snake and features Lombar
as co-producer with King Snake's
Bob Greenlee.
The Injectors are back and back
with a blues vengeance. Seek this
out and believe.
Dr. Hector & the Groove
Injectors will be performing this
weekend at the Junkyard in an
"Album Party."
- Bill Cushing

< -·
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'Reasonable~ Doubts' voices new side to
by Patrick Campbell

''ReasonableDoubts"has reached
that caliber of excellence.
Mark Harmon plays Detective
Dick Cobb. He is a cop who has
not always played by the rules. So
to get him out of the main flow of

Marlee Matlin co-stars with Mark Harmon. (Paramount)

the police force, he gets a new
assignment to help the district
attorney with her cases. Another
reason he was picked is that the
D.A. is adeaf woman and his father
was deaf. They were not paired
together by choice, but because
they can communicate easily.
Marlee Matlin plays District
AttomeyTessCoughman. She has
worked hard to get where she is in
the legal system and is a
professionalineveryway. She has
notlet the fact that she is deafhold
back her career.
·
The show is split between both
their personal lives and their
professional lives together. Every·
week Cobb is having different
problems with his girlfriend, who
is seeking commitment. Tess and
her husband are in marriage
therapy. They have a problem
communicating because he
married hernotknowing any sign
language, and when she is mad
she will not speak. He also thinks
she fs too devoted to her job.
The court scenes are also very
realistic with Tess signing all her
findings to the court and her
interpreter providing the voice.
The show has a combination of
Matlin voicing many scenes, and
she does a good bit of signing to
Mark Harmon, who voices when
it is more convenient.
Matlin wants to increase her
acting ability so she is working oi:i
her voice, and she is trying to
escape the stereotype of the Deaf
Actress. ,.
Harmonlearned signlangua~e

courtroom drama

just for this show. Although he is
not fluent yet, he looks like he
knows what he is talking about
and what she is talking about. They
work well together as two totally
different people who come
together to help each other.
Marlin's career really took off
when she got the Academy Award
for Best Actress for her role in
"Children of a Lesser God ."
Harmon's career has been split into

televisionandmovies. He was Dr.
Bobby Caldwell on NBC's "St.
Elsewhere" and in movies like
"Summer School," "Worth
Winning" and "The Presidio."
Also being voted The Sexiest Man
Alive by PeopleMagazinein 1987
did not hurt either.
So checking out "Reasonable
Doubts" Friday night at 10 p.m.
onNBCismorethanareasonably
good idea . .

-

Some classes you take
as a matter of course.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS

Applications being -accepted in the
Student Government offices for
2 Student At-Large positions on
the Activity & Service Fee
(A&SF) Com.mittee .
This committee designs the
budgetary ,allotment of about
$2.6 million in student dollars:

It's elementary
If you're preparing to enter the
business world with a college
degree, the simple fact is you're
in a large crowd. ·
If you carefully selec;:t your
courses, you can do a lot to
build your credentials toyvard a
specific career. But if you really
w9nt to stand out in tocJay's
fast-paced business market,
you'll need an edge.

course, that license on your
resume can say a lot to a prospective employer. ·
So if 'yOU want an edge, get one
that re.ally adds to 'yOUr business
resources. Call cr come by to see
us about our pilot certification
course And get ~r career off
the ground 'With class.

Consider enrolling in a flight
training course.
In less than a semester, you can
· own a pilot's license and conduct your job search in a loftier
rea lm. With travel in today's
business world a matter of

DEADLINE:
l

.

Friday, Oct.15th or ASAP.

~

Cessna

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

The J';1i--./t ()/ th-e S'taa't..rtf
Jason A DiBona, President

.
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· UCF volleyball team goes 2-1 in mini-series
by Jenny Duncanson
•

STAFF REPORTER

Th-e 1991 volleyball season
is winding down, but the Laay
Knights aren't finished showing their strength.
The. Knights traveled to
.. Jonesboro, Arkansas, to play a
mini-series and won three of
their four matches.
• UCF beg~n the weekend
with a win over the Louisiana
Tech Lady Techsters in three
straight games. The scores of
1· - the games were 15-10, 15-11
and 15-3. Senior Lisa Peterson
led the team in digs and kills,
~ making 15 of the 54 kills for
UCF.
The second match on Friday
put UCF up against Arkansas
State. The Lady Knights came
out strong and won a close first
game,15-13. ·
UCF played tough but lost
· · to the Lady Indians in the next
three games, 8-15, 8-15, and 715. .
•
Early in the first game
against Arkansas State, UCF
suffered a loss of a different
\t

· kind. Freshman Adena
Morasch hurt her knee and will
beoutfortherestoftheseason.
On Saturday, UCF started
the morning of with a win over
the New Orleans Buc-ketts.
New Orleans took the first
game by a score of 15- 7.
But the Lady Knights would
come alive and sweep the next
three games. They won 15-11,
15-12 and held the Buc-ketts to
only 6' points in the last game,
winning 15-6.
Seniors Shannon Pack, Lisa
Peterson and Linda Santiago
made 10 kills a piece for UCF
and Pack also had six serve
aces.
The final match on Saturday was between UCF and Oral
Roberts University.
The Lady Knights finished
the weekend on a good note by
winning the match in three
straight games.
Shannon Pack had another
five aces as to help UCF breeze
past Oral Roberts.
The Lady Knights played
with total domination in the
first game, winning by a score

The regular season is near
of 15-4. Oral Roberts played
stronger in the second two the end with only four matches
games, but UCF still . domi- and one final mini-series.
The Lady Knights will meet
nated, winningbothgames15an old rival. on Thursday as
10 and 15-11.
Lisa Peterson had another they travel to DeLand to play
strong game, coming up with the Lady Hatters of Stetson
for the fifth time this season.
16 kills.
The Lady Knights have \\'._On
New Orleans, Louisiana
Tech and Arkansas State are eve_ry meeting so far and this
allirttheSunBeltConference, poses some concern for Smith.
"I'm a little concerned about
· and the weekend was a good
chance for UCF to look at the Stetson," Smith said. "We've
competition forthe Conference played them so many times
and they are out t0 get us."
Championships.
But Smifo said the team is
"New Orleans and Louisiana Tech both did not qualify playing much better aftei: this
for the Conference Champion- weekend.
"We are becoming mentally
ships," said UCF head coach
Laura Smith. "And on the sound. Playingunderpressure
whole we were the better and winning under pressure
has given us better ,perforteam."
Arkansas State did qualify mance. We still have a long
for post-season play as has way to go, but significant
UCF, and Smith is confident things have happened in terms
of mental attitude."
about playing them again.
After gping to Stetson,
"If Arkansas State is ·the
best team here, we can beat UCF will be back at home
them," Smith said. "We'll see on Saturday, October 26, to
themagaininNewOrleansfor take on Florida A&M Unithe championships. And we versity at 7:30 in the UCF
play them in the first round." gym.
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PREYIEW
FROM PAGE 16
they're not gonna sell very many
tickets."
"I don't really know about
that," Stowers said. ''We're not
.even ranked right now, so I'm
not sure we could get into the
playoffs with four losses; that's
hard to say."
The Eagles were in a similar
situation all of last year after
losing three of their first four,
but rallied to win eleven straight
regular and P<?St-season games.
''We've proven.that we can do
it when we have to," Stowers
said. "Maybe that's to our advantage~ We've got some players who've been in that situation before and responded to it,
but I think Central Florida's a
much betterteam this year than
they were last year."
GSU defeated UCF38-17ina
1990 regular-season contest at
the Citrus Bowl, then bounced ·
the Knights from the playoffs
with a 44-7 semi-final dmbbing.
In all, McDowell's teams are
0-7 against the Eagles, but the
Knights'headfootballgurufeels
that this year's squad has a good
chance of snapping that streak.
''The only way they're going
to beat us this year is if they're a
better team than us," McDowell
said. "But it wouldn't surprise
me ifthey are a better team than
us; it also wouldn't surprise me
if we're a better team than
them."
Both teams' chances for victory may rest in the hands -of
their quarterbacks.
Redshirt freshman Darrin
HinshawretumsfortheKnights
after missingthe last two games
with a shoulder separation.
"He gives us a chance to win,"
McDowell said. ''We've go_t to be
able to throw the ball on them;
we can't do it just by running.
They're a tough, physical team
.
against the run.
"Auburn is one of the most
physical running teams in the
country and they couldn't mash
it on them."
The Eagles will attempt to fly
behind junior quarterback Derrick McGrady, who replaced incumbent starter Charles Bostick
in the secop.d quarter last'week
againstJames Madison and rallied GSU from a 21-0 first-quarter deficit.
"Derrick did some good things
for us against James Madison,"
Stowers said, "so we decided to
give him a chance to start."
"Ifth~y play him [McGrady],
then we're gonna have a tough
time stopping their offense,"
McDowell said. "In the seven
years I've been here, we've
never been able to stop that
offense. It'sjustunbelievable!"
· Stowers believes that
McGrady and- company will
face a stern challen,ge in moving the football against a much
improved UCF defense.
"We're not as good offensively this year as we were last
year," he said. ''They [UCF]
are a lot better defensively than
they were a year ago.
"Rick Hamilton is the best
inside linebacker we've ever
gone up against; he's just a
superb player. And Bobby
Spitulski, I think he's prob- .
ably the best outside linebacker
we've seen."
McDowell is confident that
a victory over the Eagles would
reestablish his team's credibility as a legitimate playoff con1tender .
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QCF-Rugby Club loses State Championship
by Jenny Duncanson
STAFF REPORTER

Sunday proved to be a bad day at the beach for the
UCF Rugby Club. The Knights traveled to the Space
Coast last weekend and tried to repeat as the Florida
Collegiate Champions.
Unfortunately"for the Knjghts, they would have to
be happy with second place.
Four teams qualified for the State Championship
Tournament: the University of Florida, the University
ofSouth Florida, Florida Atlantic University and UCF.
The tournament was hosted by the Space Coast Men's
Club and sponsored in part by Steinlager Beer. .
The first round ofcompetition was held on Saturday.
UF defeated South Florida and UCF beat Florida
Atlantic. ·

The two winning teams returned on Saturday to
play the championship game.
Thefirst20minutesofthehalfwentbackandforthwith
neither team scoring. UCF turned on the heat and made it
close to the try zone afewtim~s. Finally, Richard Germann
pushed across the end line and put UCF on the scoreboard
first. Matt Sherbondyputthe ball through the uprights and
the Knights took the lead, 6-0.
UCFhada chance to score on two more penalty kicks but
could not capitalize.
Shortly after half time, the Gators began to come on
· strongandwereableto:findaholeinthebacklineandscore.
The conversion kick was good and the score was tied.
Minutes later, anotherGatorfoundaanotherhole in the
back line and scored agaill. The score favored the University of Florida, 12-6.
·
UCF had to call a penalty timeout and re~uped to put

th€ pressure on the Gators. Matt Sherbondy, Mark Fernald
and Dave Martin all came up with some key plays to help
keep the Gators from scoring again.
The Gators had the opportunity to score on three penalty
kicks, and the kicker missed on two of the three attempts.
But the one good k;ick put the Gators out in front 15-6.
Again the Knights showed their strength and pushed
deep into Gator territory and pressed close to the end line.
But they were unable to score again.
UF got one more try at a penalty kick, but missed. The
game ended with the final score 15-6 and a disappointing
outcome for UCF.
''We were aggressive, but shot ourselves in the foot,"
Jeremy Jones said. ''We beat ourselves."
'1 feel bad for the players who are graduating," Craig
Harris said. ''But we have to take this and prepare for next
year."

UCF takeS on Georgta Southern -

-i n battle for I•AA playoff chance
by Dave Meadows
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

It's do or die time this week
for the UCF Fighting Knights
when they travel to Allen E.
Paulson Stadium in Statesboro,
Georgia, to do battle with their
arch-rival, Georgia Southern.
With a record of 4-3, Coach
Gene McDowell and company
must win their four remaining
regular-season games to retain
their post-season aspirations.
The defending champs of
NCAA Division I-AA Eagles are
the first, and perhaps toughest,
barricade in the Knights' qua-

druple roadblock to the playoffs.
"This should be a great game,"
McDowell said in practice earlier this week. "Georgia Southern is as tough as they getin this
league (I-AA)."
The Eagles have the credentials to back up McDowell's compliment, having soared to four
of the past six I-AA titles; they
were also runners-up in 1988.
GSU's1991 edition, however,
had some difficulty getting off
the ground early this season,
losing three of their first five
games.
Coach Tim Stowers' troops

have climbed back into playoff
contention following last .,
weekend's 24-21 come-from-behind victory over James Madison but can ill afford another
loss. ·
"The winner ofthis game still
has a chance (to makethe playoffs),"McDowell said. "Ifwe lose, it's over for us; but if they lose, I
don't know.
"The I-AA playoff committee
wants them in that champion- ~!
ship game since it's going to be
played in Statesboro and ifGeorgia Southern's not in it, then •

PREVIEW continued page 15

UCF vs. Georgia Southern

..}

Travis Peeples remains the third-string quarterback behind
Darrin Hinst)aw and Ron Johnson. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

.Lady Knights·' soccer team·

defeats_Duke, -f al]s to UNC
by Harris Ahmed

Duke out of contention :ln that
one," Coach Bill Barker said.
''We scored early, put enough
The Lady Knights' soccer team pressure on' em, and put it away
visited the top squads in the na- in the second half."
tion at the first annual Duke UniWhile the Lady Knights have
versity Women's Soccer Cla.ssic dominatedamajorityoftheteams
held at Duke Soccer Stadium in they have faced this year, it was
Durham, North Carolina
North Carolina dealing out the
The Classic featured two ofthe . thrashing when the two teams . Lady Knights' toughest rivals met Sunday.
1 Oth-rankedDukeandtop-ranked
The Lady Tarheels played to
North Carolina
theirtop-rankedform as the Lady
The Knights' fir'st match Knights took their loss on the chin, _
against Duke was not a problem 7-1.
as they won their third straight
Barker credited the loss to the
match against the lady Blue Dev- officiating, which explains Barker's
ils-, 2-0: Kelly Kochevar became ejection out of the game against
"' -·the big play maker~ she booted the Tarheels.
in one goal in the first half on a
'The state of North Carolina
Dana Hoover assist and nailed has the worst association ofreferanother one in the second when ees that I had to deal with,"
the Devils' goalkeepermishandled Barker exclaimed. "I even had George Washington players grimace as a penalty shot comes their way during
the ball.
other coaches apologizing to me
the Oct. 17 matchup with UCF. The game ended in a 1-1 tie. (char1es1<.Morrovi1FUTURE)
·
"Our objective was to knock about the officials."
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Orlando.Magic bring in big, new players _for
-

.

Magic now have the size to win vvith addition of
2 rookies - Brian Williams, Stanley Roberts
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by Glenn Carrasquillo

scoring(4.8), rebounds(7.2), and minutes played last season. He can rebound but needs help from his teamThe Orlando Magic managed a suc- mates in the scoring department. 'The
cessful college draft before the 1991-92 draftees should help out a lot eventuseason that could transform the team ally. It will just take some time before
into a playoff contender, instead of pre- the team gets used to playing with
tender.
them and they adapt to playing at
The drafting of 6-10 power forward this level."
Brian Williams out of Arizona (who is
Terry Catledge will play at center
still unsigned to a contract) and the land- or forward and looks like a player
ing of 7-0 center, Stanley Roberts, who ready to put behind past off-court
attended LSU, could help form a power- problems. Ifhe can re-aquire the inful front line for the Magic.
side muscle game he showcased his
Questions do exist though, such as first year with the Magic, he will be a
how successfully will Williams adapt to valuable ·player. "I've come into the
the pro game and when, if ever, will preseason veryfocused. He's (Guokas)
Roberts drop 30 lbs of excess baggage called my name to play more minutes
that hangs from his frame. Williams has and I'm just trying to produce and
size, quickness and a soft shooting touch, help the team," Catledge said.
but he needs to add some muscle to give
Mark Acres is a backup at center
and take the punishment necessary in and forward but hasn't played in the
the NRA
.
preseason due to a broken jaw.
Roqerts proved he could compete in
At the forward position, J effTurner
the league early in the preseason by re- earned a starting job last year when
bounding and scoring close to the basket he proved he could hit an outside
but lately has shown the problems of jump shot. A weakness is his lack of
being out of shape.
strength near the basket.
"It's so hard to tell with Stahley beDennis Scott earned 73 starts at
cause of his conditioning," Coach Matt small forward as a rookie last year.
Goukas said. "Stanley has a lot of work to He proved to be deadly from the threedo. He still needs to get in shape. He's point arc where he set a rookie record
shown flashes ofbeing able to show power by hitting 125 tries (37.4 percent). He will
under the basket but he doesn't do any- be the "go to" guy when the Magic need
thing positive on a consistent basis.'
some instant offense.
Brian Williams arrival in a Magic uniJerry Reynolds, at forward, is probably
form may not come for some time accord- the best Magic defender and can cause
ing to Guokas.
problems for the opposition when he drives
'There's no doubt it will be sometime to the basket.
·
when the season is underway," Guokas
Guard may be the strongest position
said Tuesday morning.
for the Magic as Scott Skiles will return to
Once the two rookies have worked into quarterback the team from the point. He
NBA shape, both players should help a won the starting job last year when Sam
front line that featured journeyman cen- Vincent was injured. He went on to lead
ter Greg Kite. Kite set personal highs in the Magic in scoring (17.2) and assists
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

(8.4), and earn the NBA's Most Improved
Player award. He's not fast but can get
the ball to the right man at the right time.
Skiles can shoot from long range and
draws a lot of fouls when he drives to the
basket. He is vulnerable on defense when
he plays against bigger and quicker point
guards.
Nick Anderson is a great athlete at the
off guard and can play small forward. His
strength comes close to the basket where
he was successful against other offguards
last season.

Otis Smith provides· a spark off the
bench. He led the team in offensive rebounds per minute last year. However,
Smith hasn't played this pre season due ix>
a knee injury.
Morion Wiley will fight for one of th~
final roster spots with Chris Corchiani,
who was drafted out ofN.C. State. Wiley:can play defense in the NBA wbere
Corchiani must prove he can rate.
"I think the new guys have potential,
but it's always a crapshoot with rookies,,"
Skiles said. "Overall I think we are in a

•!.'

.Orfando Magic head coach Matt Guokas looks on during an
exhibition game against the 76ers. (Charles 1<. MorrowiFUTURE)

Rookie Chris Ccrchiani :;et the all-tim3 · NCAA assist recxJrd
but is s.truggling to make the team.. (Chartes 1<. uorrowiFUTURE)
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Secrets to sports

Success secured
in Magic situation
Jamie Johnson
l

Height takes on width as the Orlando Magic's 7-1 rookie
Stanley Roberts takes on 7-6 Manute Bel. (Charres K. Morrow/FUTU RE)

cOrchiani finds his NBA dreams
by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

The National Basketball Association commercials that run during breaks in Saturday and
Sunday afternoon NBA games th~se days portray
pre-teen boys either practicing endless jump shots
against their carport back board as the sun sets in
the background or spending endless hours in inner-city ghetto pick-up games striving to improve
their e-ame.
The commercials drill the All-American dream
into America's potato chip-toting young men, who
sit glued to their TVs, that if you play your best,
practice hard and stay off drugs, you too can make
it in the NBA
As the 1991-92 Orlando Magic preseason camp
comes to a close, draft pick Chris Corchiani is
finding that when the "American Dream" meets
life in · professional basketball, hard work and
character sometimes lose out.
Corchiani, at just five feet, 11 inches, emerged
from his collegiate career at North Carolina State
as the NCAA's all-time assist leader with 1,038.
No other player in NCAA history had ever
topped 1,000 assists.
Following his first season at N.C. State,
Corchiani was voted Atlantic Coast Conference's
freshman of the year by conference fans.
As a sophomore, he was selected to the All-ACC
first team by the Associated Press after averaging
10.5 points per game, 8.1 assists per game and
collecting 81 steals.
Corchiani also established himself as a long
range marksman by knocking down 23 of 54 shots

from three-point range.
In Corchiani's junior year, the Miami native set a
single-season record with 95 steals, raising his statistics to 13.1 ppg and 7.9 ppg..
In Corchiani's senior season, he led the nation in
assist average with 9.6, the highest average in ACC
history.
Yet after being picked by the Orlando Magic as the
36th draft pick overall, the 23-year-old point guard
faces an obstacle that hard work and hustle can not
overcome.
Scott Skiles, Sam Vincent and Morion Wiley hold
the Magic's point guard position with an iron clasp.
For now, the future of Corchiani rests on the
shoulders of Magic head coach Matt Guokas.
"I think Chris Corchiani has NBA ability," Guokas
said. "He can penetrate and find the open man.
Defensively, he puts a lot of pressure on opponent.s
and gets his hands on a·lot ofballs. Unfortunately, we
have four (point guards) now."
Corchiani has played every card he can in trying to
show the Magic that he is worth keeping by showing
up on the first day of the teams voluntary conditioning workouts even before he had been signed.
While the team's number one draft pick, Brian
Williams, remains in California squabbling over contract terms and number two pick Stanley Roberts
showed up late to training camp bearing a strong
physical resemblance to the Sta-Puft Marshmallow
Man, Corchiani has worked hard and kept quiet.
To make the situation even more trying, Corchiani
has received little playing time because several veterans on the team needed playing time to work off
CORCIUANI continued page S4

FREE THRO~S
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ow I know what you're going to say. I went on
this ·big fact- finding mission to Pittsburgh in
order to find its secret to successful sports
programs and what happens? The Pirates fall to the
Braves in the National League Championship and the
Steelers were clobbered by the Seahawks on Sunday.
Everbody I saw in Pittsburgh wanted to talk about
Orlando rather then mentioning any sports ciub having anything to do with Three River Stadium.
So Pittsburgh has no secret advantages that Orlando can learn from. The food was great, the street
basketball was tough and the cars were slick but the
professional sports scene has fallen and it can't get up.
You know what? Pittsburgh could actually learn
from us. Two weeks ago, business men in Pitt put in an
application for an NBA team.
We've already got one. So nab, nah, na;h, nah, nah,
_
nah!
. Not only do we have a professional basketball team
but we have what I have determined, through the use
ofelaborate scientific sports exploratory methods, to be
the best team in the NBA
I can hear all of you unbelievers saying, "First this
guy nominates the football coach for UCF president,
t~n he claims perfume molecules are the secret ingredient to UCFs athletic success and now he's claiming
that a third-year expansion club is going all the way!"
But take the flaming match away from this sports
section right now and calm down! I have SCIENTIFIC
proofl
The whole thing comes down to this. If you've ever
read a lot about collegiate sports, the best athletes are
doomed to be the worst students.
Time after time, you see the most heralded athletes in
the United States having to play at junior colleges in order
to get by because their grade point averages resemble the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers' winning percent.age.
The other key indicator to an athlete's ability is his
or her size. Once again referring to Dan Dierdorf s Law
of Mass, the bigger you are, the better you are in
football. If it works for football and if Dan "the Man"
says it then it must go for all sports.
The Orlando Magic made the crafty move of picking
up center Stanley Roberts with their second round pick
in the NBA draft.
,
Now get a load of this guy.
First of all, Roberts flunked out of Louisiapa State
University and went overseas to play ball in Europe.
This in itself is enough to prove that he must therefore
be one of the top five players in the history ofAmerican
sports.
Then just take a look at Stanley. Roberts weighs a
few tires over the 300 pound mark and the big man is
7 feet and 1 inches tall. Whoa Nellie!
Thus, in corrolation with the exponential function
and analytical conjunction of Einsteiniatic theorem ,
number 11-9, you and I can easily see that it's time to
start printing up those "1992 World Champion Or.lando Magic" shirts!
Before I realized this big-time revelation, or "heavy
revy ,"I had kind of gqtten angry at the Magic for giving
rookie Chris Corchiani so weak of a chance to make the
team. The guy's nice and hardworking and he's kind of
fun to watch.
Then I figured out the Magic's reasoning. Corchiani
is actually-shorter then UCF quarterback Ron Johnson
and he probably had a stratospheric GPA to boot. ·
So with this in mind it is easy to see that his spot on
the roster would so drastically reduce the combined
weight of the.Magic's roster to such a degree that the
team could possibly end up with a worse record then the
Bucs this year.
Everyone wondered why the Magic signed Greg Kite
to a lengthy contract but when you look at it from the
perspective that the man weighs 250 pounds, the idea
of paying him millions of dollars just seems to make
perfect sense.
So there goes Chris and here comes Stanley.
Corchiani has well-developed skills, a great understanding of the game and now a plane ticket and big
pat on the back.
You know, how much do those Atlanta Braves weigh
anyway?

N

ROsition to do better than we did last season."
··
The Magic were the most successful ofthe
,., four expansion teams last season and improved by more victories than any other
)lBAteam.
Guokas is faced with trying to push the
,-: team through pre-season sluggishness and
r. return them to the form_
they ended with last
season.
"We're a team that has to work very
hard," Guokas said. "We have to over
~hieve and right now we're not doing
that."
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CORCHIANI
FROM PAGE 83

MAGIC
FROM PAGE 81
The chemistry created by
mixing a sports-hungry melting
pot of Orlandoans with the
dynamic leadership of Orlando
Magic President and General
Manager ·Pat Williams has
created a team that has exceeded
expectations for a second-year
NBA franchise.
'l'his season the Magic will
attempt to build on last year's 31

Orlando Magic Game Ticket Give away

r-------------------,

I MARYLAND FRIED CIDCKEN
1
OF UNION PARK

Buy 16 piece Buffalo Wings
Get 10 piece Bufflo Wings
FREE

ECON RIVER
ANIMAL·HOSPITAL

Must present coupon. Limit one
per person
expires 12/31/91 .

Complete health care for your pet

.568-0724

9710.E HWY 50 •BETWEEN ECON & DEAN RD.

1.3~~4!0_: 2~~1~ ~~~R~ ~~ .!'~C!~~.J

15220 E. Colonial Drive
3 miles east of Alafaya Trail
on Hwy 50 at Bunker Hill Center

•Boarding
• Vaccinations
• Skin disorders

I
1

A violent crime occurs in Orange County

•Grooming
•Surgery
• Pet Supplies

every 3 minutes and 16 seconds._
Are you a potential victim?

FREE Self-Defense Seminar
For Women

Receive a complimentary bottle of flea
~-s_ham~oo with this ad at initial visit.

Sat. Oct. 26th, 11 am - 6 pm
Multi-Purpose Rm.
Education Bldg.
Wear comfortable clothing.

UC F A 1 ~1do Club
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The Arbors &Hickory Glen
From $70's - Low $100's
The Arbors; 657-0722 or 657-2644
Hickory Glen; 366-1707

Hovis ·.
Homes.
lOam -7pm Daily

P&OB,
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RENAISSANCE CENTRE
303 E. Altamonte Drive
Altamonte Springs, FL
Next to Altamonte Mall
(407) 834-1311
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